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A range of aftermarket accessories 
for Tow‑Pro Elite and Tow‑Pro Classic

®

REDARC has a comprehensive range of accessories for 
the Tow-Pro range of Electric Brake Controllers, designed 
to simplify installation of the unit into vehicles.



redarc.com.au/trailer-brakes

Manufacturer Product code Vehicle

Wiring Kit to suit 
Ford Ranger and 
Everest 

TPWKIT-012 Suitable with all Ford 
on-board systems

Universal Tow-Pro 
Wiring Kit

TPWKIT-013 Suitable for vehicles 
where the start battery, 
Tow-Pro main unit and 
cable run to the cabin 
are all in-line.

Universal Tow-Pro 
Extended Wiring Kit

TPWKIT-014 Suitable for vehicles 
where the start battery 
is on the other side of 
the vehicle from the 
installation.

Universal Wiring Kits 

(TPWKIT‑01X)

Provide ‘Plug and Play’ style 
connectivity, ensuring a quicker and 
more convenient installation of the Tow-Pro Elite. 

Each kit includes hardware and fitting instructions to deliver 
a high quality and reliable outcome for every installation.

Description Product code

Encapsulated Protection Device EPDK-001

Encapsulated Protection Device 
(EPDK‑001)

The Encapsulated Protection Device is a 7 amp 
diode suitable for 12 and 24 volt applications. It is 
totally encapsulated, with sealed connections and will 
work in ambient temperatures up to 85°C.

It has been designed to fit in the trailer stop lamp feed to 
support the installation of Tow-Pro brake controllers on 
vehicles where ‘back-feed’ of 12 volts (during Tow-Pro 
Manual Override) may interfere with the vehicle systems.

When installed correctly, the EPDK-001 ensures correct 
trailer braking and stop lamp operation when the brakes or 
Tow-Pro manual override is used.

6589-200323

Tow‑Pro Elite Switch Inserts (TPSI‑00X)

Vehicle Single unit Bulk pack (ten)

Universal model TPSI-001 TPSI-001-B

Suitable for Toyota Hilux, 
Mitsubishi Triton

TPSI-002 TPSI-002-B

Suitable for Holden Colorado TPSI-003 TPSI-003-B

Suitable for Isuzu D-MAX SX TPSI-005 TPSI-005-B

Suitable for Isuzu D-MAX LS/
MU-X

TPSI-006 TPSI-006-B

Suitable for 70 Series Toyota, TPSI-007 TPSI-007-B

Suitable for Nissan Pathfinder 
R52 (2013 -) and Mercedes-
Benz X Class (2018 -)

TPSI-008* TPSI-008-B*

Suitable for Mazda BT50 TPSI-009* TPSI-009-B*

*Suitable for EBRH-ACCV3 installations only

TPSI-001 TPSI-002 TPSI-003 TPSI-005

TPSI-006 TPSI-007 TPSI-008 TPSI-009

A Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert aids in the installation of the 
remote head into vehicles. It allows the installer to create 
an OE-looking remote head mount whilst still maintaining 
ADR21 compliance (when correctly fitted). REDARC also 
offer Tow-Pro Switch Inserts in bulk packs of ten. 

Tow‑Pro Elite Mounting Kit (EBMK‑001)  

The Tow-Pro Elite Mounting Kit simplifies 
installation of the Tow-Pro Elite main 
unit under the dash of a vehicle.

It is designed to be fastened to the main unit with two 
M4 bolts at right angles, in-line or diagonally across the 
main unit. 

It also features an M6 slot and nut/bolt allowing connection 
to the vehicle on a suitable M6 stud or M6 hole.

Tow‑Pro Remote Head Wiring Kits 
(RHWK‑00X)

The Remote Head Wiring Kits are 
a range of one to six metre cables 
that connect the remote 
head to the main unit. 
These automotive-style 
connectors increase 
the flexibility of the 
Tow-Pro Elite installation.

Length Product code

1 metre RHWK-001

2 metres RHWK-002

3 metres RHWK-003

4 metres RHWK-004

5 metres RHWK-005

6 metres RHWK-006

Description Product code

Tow-Pro Elite Mounting Kit EBMK-001


